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The method of large-scale averaging has been recently applied to derive a
general dual-porosity model of two-phase flow in naturally fractured reservoirs.
The present paper is aimed to develop mathematical theory behind the derivation
of this model. In particular, two volume averaging theorems which are key
mathematical tools in the model derivation are proved rigorously using distribution
theory; existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to a simplied dual-porosity
model are shown. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the third paper of a series where we derive and analyze dual-
porosity models of multiphase flow in naturally fractured reservoirs. In the
w xfirst paper 12 , the method of large-scale averaging was used to derive a
general dual-porosity model for single-phase flow in such reservoirs. Then,
w xin the second paper 13 , the same method was generalized to two-phase
immiscible flow. Also, computational work for a comparison among vari-
ous dual-porosity models for two-phase flow in the fractured reservoirs was
presented there. The purpose of the present paper is to develop mathemat-
ical theory behind the derivation of these dual-porosity models. The
single-phase flow is relatively simple; the analysis here is carried out for
the flow of two incompressible, immiscible fluids in fractured reservoirs.
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The key mathematical tools used in any method of volume averaging are
two very important volume averaging theorems. They were presented
w x w x w xindependently in 4 , 26 , and 27 and were studied by many other people
 w x.see the references in 13 . However, the proof of these two theorems has
been somewhat heuristic and conceptually tedious. In this paper we first
prove these two volume averaging theorems for multiphase flow using
concepts from distribution theory. A volume averaging theorem was shown
w xin 12 for single-phase flow. The two theorems proved here have signifi-
w x w xcant applications to analyses of diffusion 25 , dispersion 10 , heat conduc-
w x w xtion 22 , and local heterogeneity in porous media 24 , for example.
We also consider existence and uniqueness of a weak solution to a
dual-porosity model for two-phase flow in naturally fractured reservoirs.
w xThe full model derived in 13 , while rigorous, is extremely complex to
analyze and solve. The analysis in this paper is restricted to a simplied
model, which approximates the full model for some purposes. The differ-
ential equations describing the flow of two incompressible, immiscible
fluids in ordinary single-porosity porous media were studied in the past few
w xdecades 6, 21, 11, 20, 2, 14 . The simple dual-porosity model considered
w x w x w xhere is similar to that treated in 17 and 7 from homogenization. In 17 ,
only uniqueness of a semiclassical solution was shown. Due to the strong
degeneracy and coupling of dual-porosity models, existence of a semiclassi-
w xcal solution has not been established. In 7 , only existence of a weak
solution was proven. In this paper we prove both existence and uniqueness
of a weak solution. Special attention is paid to the uniqueness. For
dual-porosity models of two-phase flow in naturally fractured reservoirs
w x  w x.from homogenization, see 16 also refer to some of the papers in 19 .
w x w xFor the existence analysis, following 5 and 11 , we write the dual-
porosity model under consideration in terms of a fractional flow formula-
tion; i.e., a global pressure is used. However, rather than a saturation, a
w x w xcomplementary pressure is exploited as in 7 and 14 . In this form, the
differential system formally appears to be nondegenerate, and we are able
to establish the existence and uniqueness results obtained in this paper. In
addition to the difficulties encountered in the treatment of the ordinary
single-porosity model e.g., the phase mobilities are degenerate and the
.capillary function is singular , the dual-porosity model is complicated by
the existence of a source term in the fracture equations, which relates
fracture system quantities to matrix quantities. The argument for the
existence here makes no use of the corresponding regularized problem; a
weak solution is obtained as a limit of solutions to discrete time problems.
w x w x w x w xIt is similar to those used in 3 , 2 , 7 , and 14 for handling quasi-linear
elliptic]parabolic differential equations.
Uniqueness of a weak solution for two-phase flow in single-porosity
porous media was open for a long time. An argument has been introduced
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w xin 14 for analyzing a single-porosity model and will be extended to the
dual-porosity model considered here. Again, due to the strong degeneracy
and coupling of this model, it is hard to obtain enough regularity. Regular-
ity of the weak solution is still being investigated. The existence and
uniqueness analysis presented here has applications to other types of
w xproblems 10, 22, 24, 25 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
prove two volume averaging theorems using distribution theory. The
existence and uniqueness of a weak solution is considered, respectively, in
Sections 3 and 4.
2. VOLUME AVERAGING THEOREMS
We restrict our analysis below to transport phenomena associated with
two fluid phases, which are called the a- and b-phase, in a porous medium
d  .V g R d F 3 . A straightforward generalization holds for more than two
phases.
We begin by considering the most general form of the phase average,
w x  .introduced in 4 , which uses a weighting function m j , assumed inte-Ã
grable with finite support such that
m j dj s 1. .ÃH
dR
For some generic function c associated with the a-phase, the phasea
average is then defined by
 :  :c ' c x s c x q j x x q j m j dj , x g V , .  .  .  .ÃHa a a a
dR
2.1 .
where x is the characteristic function of the a-phase i.e., x is unity ina a
.the a-phase and zero elsewhere . This expression can be used to match
rigorously theory and experiment since the weighting function can be
chosen to correspond to the characteristics of measuring devices.
 .If the transformation x q j ª y is introduced in 2.1 along with the
 .  .transposed weighting function m j s m yj , the resulting expression isÃ
 :c s c y x y m x y y dy .  .  .Ha a a
dR
s c x y y x x y y m y dy , 2.2 .  .  .  .H a a
dR
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which is, by definition, the convolution product of c x and m, denoteda a
by
 :c s m) c x . 2.3 .  .a a a
This formal definition, if understood in the sense of distribution, can be
 .exploited to generalize 2.1 mathematically so that c does not need to bea
a continuous or piecewise continuous function but can be a distribution. It
is in the most general case that we establish the spatial averaging theorem.
LEMMA 2.1. For some quantity c associated with the a-phase, we ha¨ea
 :  :=c s = c q c y n y m x y y da y , 2.4 .  .  .  .  .Ha a a a
­ Va
where V denotes the ¨olume occupied by the a-phase with boundary ­ Va a
and n represents the normal unit ¨ector to the boundary ­ V outwardlya a
directed from the a-phase.
 .Proof. Equation 2.4 follows by differentiation of the convolution:
 := c s m) x =c q m) c =x .  .a a a a a
 :s =c q c y =x y m x y y dy .  .  .Ha a a
3R
 :s =c y c y n y m x y y da y , .  .  .  .Ha a a
­ Va
by the definition of V and x .a a
As an application of this lemma, we now consider the local spatial
w x w xaveraging theorem introduced in 26 and 27 . For x g V, let V be the
 .local averaging volume centered at x and let the weighting function m j
Ãbe the characteristic function of V ' x y V:
1
m j s x j , 2.5 .  .  .ÃV< <V
< <where V is the measure of the set V. Then, as a particular case of Lemma
2.1, we have the following spatial averaging theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.2 The first volume averaging theorem . It holds that
1 1
 :  :=c s = c q c n da q c n da, 2.6 .H Ha a a a b a as< < < <V VA Aab as
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where the local phase a¨erage is defined by
1
 :c s c dy , 2.7 .Ha a< <V Va
V is the ¨olume of the a-phase contained within the a¨eraging ¨olume V, anda
A and A indicate part of the interface contained within V between theab as
two fluid phases and the fluid and solid phases with the outer unit normals nab
and n , respecti¨ ely.as
 .LEMMA 2.3. For some quantity c x, t associated with the a-phase, wea
ha¨e
­c ­a  :s c y c y , t ¨ ? n y , t m x y y da y , 2.8 .  .  .  .  .  .Ha a a a ;­ t ­ t ­ Va
where ¨ denotes the ¨elocity of the boundary ­ V .a a
Proof. As in Lemma 2.1, we have
­ ­c ­xa a :c s m) x q m) ca a a /  /­ t ­ t ­ t
­c ­as q c y , t x y , t m x y y dy. 2.9 .  .  .  .H a a ; 3­ t ­ tR
Note that, restricted to ­ V ,a
d ­
x y , t s x y , t q ¨ ? =x y , t s 0. .  .  .a a a adt ­ t
 .Consequently, it follows from 2.9 that
­ ­ca :c s q c y , t ¨ ? n y , t m x y y da y , .  .  .  .  .Ha a a a ;­ t ­ t ­ Va
 .and thus 2.8 is proved.
From this lemma and the same argument as in Theorem 2.2, we have
the next result.
 .THEOREM 2.4 The second volume averaging theorem . It holds that
­c ­ 1a  :s c y c ¨ ? n da, 2.10 .Ha a a b a b ; < <­ t ­ t V Aab
where ¨ is the ¨elocity of the a]b phase interface.ab
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 .Taking c s 1 in 2.6 , we obtain the often used relationa
1 1
n da q n da s y=e ,H Hab as a< < < <V VA Aab as
< < < <where e is the volume fraction of the a-phase given by e s V r V .a a a
 .Similarly, from 2.10 , we have
1 ­ea¨ ? n da s .H ab a b< <V ­ tAab
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 and these relations were used in the derivation of
w xthe model studied in the next section 13 . They were also used in
 w x.treatment of other problems see, e.g., 10, 22, 24, 25 .
3. EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION
In this section we consider the flow of two incompressible, immiscible
d  .fluids in a fractured reservoir V ; R d F 3 . A dual-porosity model for
this type of flow is reviewed in Section 3.1; for the derivation of this model
w xand the relevant physics, see 13 . The differential system we shall study is
also developed in Section 3.1. Then, in Section 3.2 we carefully state the
assumptions on the physical data, define what is meant by a weak solution,
and state the major result in this section. The proof of the major result is
presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
3.1. Fracture Flow Equations
It is well known that flow in naturally fractured reservoirs is not like that
in unfractured reservoirs; the flow acts as if the fractured reservoirs
possessed two porous structures, one associated with the system of frac-
tures and the other with the matrix. The matrix consists of essentially
disjoint blocks that are ordinary porous media. Connecting these blocks is
a fracture system that is itself a porous medium, though not an ordinary
one. This dual-porosity concept has been used to model the flow of fluids
w xwithin naturally fractured reservoirs since the 1960s 8 . Recently, a gen-
eral dual-porosity model of two-phase immiscible flow in naturally frac-
tured reservoirs has been derived via the method of large-scale averaging
w x13 . In this model, two sets of equations governing the flow of fluids are
required for the fracture and matrix systems, and the interaction between
them is appropriately modeled. In this paper, this model is simplified in
that the matrix flow equations are approximated by a simple expression
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  .  . .see 3.1 and 3.2 below , which is reasonable under the assumption that
w xmatrix blocks have small diameter 17 .
Traditionally, the method of large-scale averaging was applied to analyze
heterogeneous porous media with the object being to capture effects of
w xheterogeneities. The idea in 13 is to treat a naturally fractured reservoir
as a heterogeneous porous medium composed of the fractures and the
matrix blocks at the reservoir scale; the large-scale averaging method is
used to handle the interaction between the fracture and matrix systems.
We now review the governing equations. The differential equations for
the fracture system flow are given by
f ­ s y = ? kl s =p q g s q s y I s , .  .  .  . .t w w w w
y f ­ s y = ? kl s =p q g s q s q I s , .  .  .  . .t n n n n 3.1 .
p s s p y p , .c n w
 .where w indicates a wetting phase e.g., water , n denotes a nonwetting
 .phase e.g., oil or air , f and k are the porosity and absolute permeability
 .of the system of fractures, s is the reduced saturation of the wetting
phase, p , l , g , and q are, respectively, the pressure, mobility i.e., thea a a a
.relative permeability over the viscosity , gravity-density vector, and exter-
 .nal volumetric flow rate of the a-phase a s w, n , p is the capillaryc
 .pressure function, and I s is the fluid transfer term between the fractures
and matrix, which takes the form
ÄI s s f ­ s s , 3.2 .  .  .t
 . w x w xwhere for each x g V, s x, ? : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 is some increasing function
that relates the fracture system saturation to the matrix saturation. Rela-
 .tion 3.2 essentially comes from linearizing the matrix flow equations in
w xthe full model 13 , which is reasonable under the assumption that matrix
blocks have small diameter, as mentioned above.
 .  .Without the fluid transfer term I s , the equations in 3.1 are just the
standard flow equations for the two fluid phases. Namely, they are the
w xmass balance equation and Darcy's law for each of the phases 9, 23 . q isa
the distributed external volumetric a-source term, a s w, n. In general,
both q and q are of Dirac type; in this paper we assume that they arew n
smoothly distributed in the domain V. For the concrete assumptions on qw
 .and q , refer to assumptions A5 later.n
 .  .To write 3.1 and 3.2 in terms of a fractional flow formulation, we
define the total mobility
l x , s s l q l . . w n
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w x w xAlso, following 5 and 11 we define the global pressure
s l ­ pw c
p s p y x , j dj , 3.3 .  .Hn  /l ­ s0
w xand following 14 the complementary pressure
s l l ­ pw n c
u s y x , j dj . 3.4 .  .H  /l ­ s0
 .  .  .Now, by 3.3 , 3.4 , and some manipulations, it follows from 3.1 that
y= ? k l s =p q g s s q s ' q q q , 4 .  .  . .1 w n
3.5 .
f ­ s y = ? k =u q l s =p q g s s q s y I s , 4 .  .  .  . .t w 2 w
where
s l ­ pw c
g s yl = p q l = x , j dj q l g q l g , .H1 w x c x w w n n /l ­ s0
s l ­ pw c
g s yl = p q l = x , j dj q l g .H2 w x c w x w w /l ­ s0
s l l ­ pw n cq = x , j dj . .H x  /l ­ s0
 .Finally, s is related to u through 3.4 :
s s S u , 3.6 .  .
 .  .  .where S x, u is the inverse of 3.4 for 0 F u F u * x with
l l ­ p1 w n c
u * x s y x , j dj . .  .H  /l ­ s0
 .The pressure equation is given by the first equation of 3.5 , while the
saturation equation is described by the second equation. They determine
the main unknowns p, s, and u . The model is completed by specifying
boundary and initial conditions.
With the following division of the boundary G of V:
G s G p j G p s Gu j Gu , B s G p l G p s Gu l Gu ,1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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the boundary conditions are specified by
yk l s =p q g s ? n y a s p s w s , x , t g G p = J , .  .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1
p s w x , t , x , t g G p = J , .  .2 2
yk =u q l s =p q g s ? n y a s u s w s , x , t g Gu = J , .  .  .  .  . .w 2 2 3 1
u s w x , t , x , t g Gu = J , .  .4 2
3.7 .
 x  .where the a and w are given functions, J s 0, T T ) 0 , and n is thei i
outer unit normal to G. The initial condition is given by
u x , 0 s u x , x g V . 3.8 .  .  .0
 .The boundary conditions in 3.7 come from those imposed for the
 .  . w xphase quantities via the transformations 3.3 and 3.4 15 . Physically,
over G p a prescribed total flow rate is given through a pervious boundary1
if a s 0, through a semipervious boundary if a ) 0, and through an1 1
impervious boundary if both a s 0 and w s 0. G p represents the portion1 1 2
of the boundary that contacts a liquid continuum. Similar remarks can be
made for Gu and Gu on the water phase.1 2
The differential system has a clear structure. Note that, while l and lw n
can be zero, l is always positive in practice. That is, the pressure equation
is elliptic for p, and the saturation equation is parabolic for u formally
.nondegenerate .
3.2. Assumptions and the Major Result
l, p  . 5 5 l, p w xThe usual Sobolev space W V with norm ? 1 will be used,W V .
where l is a nonnegative integer and 0 F p F `. When p s 2, we simply
l . l, 2 . 2 . 0 .write H V s W V . When l s 0, we have L V s H V . Below
 . 2 .  .?, ? denotes the L Q inner product Q is omitted if Q s V . Also, setQ
V s V = J. We now make the following assumptions:T
 . dA1 V ; R is a multiply connected domain with Lipschitz
boundary G, G s G p j G p s Gu j Gu, G p l G p s Gu l Gu s B, each G p1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 i
u  . p uand G is a d y 1 -dimensional domain, and G ; G .i 2 2
 . ` .  .  .A2 f g L V satisfies f x G f# ) 0, and k x is a bounded,
symmetric, and uniformly positive definite matrix; i.e.,
d
y2 d< <0 - k# F j k x j j F k* - `, x g V , j / 0 g R . . i j i j
i , js1
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 .  . w xA3 l x, s is measurable in x g V and continuous in s g 0, 1 ,a
 .  .  .  .and satisfies l 0 s 0, l s ) 0 for s ) 0, l 1 s 0, l s ) 0 forw w n n
 . w xs - 1, and 0 - l# F l x, s, c F l* - `, x g V, s g 0, 1 .
 .  .  .4 w xA4 S : x, u : x g V, 0 F u F u * x ª 0, 1 is measurable in x
 .and continuous and strictly monotone increasing in u , and satisfies S x, 0
  .. 1 .s 0 and S x, u * x s 1, where 0 - u * g H V .
 .A5 g , g , w , w , q, and q are measurable in x g V and1 2 1 3 w
continuous in s, and the following norms are bounded:
A A ` 2 A A 2 A A ` y1r2 pg , g , w ,L  J ; L V .. L V . L  J ; H G ..1 2 1T 1
` y1 2 y1 2 y1r2 uA A A A A Aq , q , w ,L  J ; H V .. L  J ; H V .. L  J ; H G ..w 3 1
 . A Awhere for ¨ s ¨ x, s the norm ? is given by
A A¨ s sup ¨ x , s , .
w xsg 0, 1
5 5for any given norm ? . Furthermore, assume that
q 0 G 0, q 1 s q 1 y q 1 G 0, on V , .  .  .  .w n w T
w 1 F 0, w 0 F 0, w 1 G 0, on Gu . .  .  .1 3 3 1
 . 1 .A6 ­ w g L V andt 4 T
w g L` J ; H 1 V , w g L2 J ; H 1 V , .  . .  .2 4
0 F w x , t F u * x a.e. on V . .  .4 T
 . pA7 In the case of G s B and a ' 0, q and w are independent2 1 1
of s, and
w da s q dx.H H1p
G V1
 . p p A8 There is a subset G # ; G with nonzero measure only if1, 1
p . pG s B and a k 0 such that a G a # ) 0 on G # = J.2 1 1 1, 1,
 . A A `A9 a G 0, a is continuous in s, the norm a is bounded,L V .i i i T
 . ui s 1, 2, and a 1 s 0 on G .1 1
 . 2 .  .A10 u g L V satisfies 0 F u F u * x a.e. on V.0 0
Ä ` Ä .  .A11 f g L V satisfies f G 0.
 .  .A12 s x, s is measurable in x and continuous and monotone
w xnondecreasing in s, and maps into 0, 1 .
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w xAll 12 assumptions are physically reasonable 9, 13, 23 . We should
 .  .  .comment on A7 and the sign requirement in A5 . Assumption A7 is
just a compatibility condition for the existence and uniqueness of a
solution to the differential system in the case where the Dirichlet bound-
 .ary condition is absent. The sign requirement in A5 indicates that
 .external sources of injection either within V or on part of ­ V are
unconstrained, but sinks of production are proportional to the phase
mobility.
Define the spaces
1 < p pV s ¨ g H V : ¨ s 0; if G s B and a ' 0, then ¨ dx s 0 , . G H2 12 5
V
1 < uW s ¨ g H V : ¨ s 0 . . 4G2
Below, V * and W * indicate the duals of V and W, respectively.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.1. A weak solution of the system in 3.5 ] 3.8 is a pair of
 . ` . 2 .functions p, u with p g L J; V q w , u g L J; W q w such that2 4
Ä 2­ f s q fs s g L J ; W * , .  . 4t
s s S u , 0 F u x , t F u * x a.e. on V , .  .  . T
k l s =p q g s , =¨ q a s p , ¨ p s q s , ¨ y w s , ¨ p , 4 .  .  .  .  . . .  . . G G1 1 11 1
;¨ g L` J ; V , .
Ä­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt q k =u q l s =p q g s , =¨ dt 4 .  .  . : 4  .H Ht w 2
J J
q a s u , ¨ u dt . .H G2 1
J
s q s , ¨ dt y w s , ¨ u dt , ;¨ g L2 J ; W , .  .  . .  .H H Gw 3 1
J J
Ä Ä­ f sqfs s , ¨ dtq f sys qf s s ys s , ­ ¨ dts0, .  .  .  . : 4  . .H Ht 0 0 t
J J
;¨ g L2 J ; W l W 1, 1 J ; L1 V , ¨ x , T s 0, .  .  . .
 .  :where s s S u and ? , ? denotes the duality pairing between W and0 0
W *.
We now state the major result obtained in this section.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions A1 ] A12 , the system in 3.5 ] 3.8
has a weak solution in the sense of Definition 3.1.
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3.3. Proof of the Major Result
For completeness, we shall briefly prove Theorem 3.1. The idea follows
w x M7 . For each positive integer M, divide J into m s 2 subintervals of
yM  xequal length h s Trm s 2 T. Set t s ih and J s t , t for ani i iy1 i
integer i, 1 F i F m. Denote the time difference operator by
¨ t q h y ¨ t .  .
h­ ¨ t s , .
h
 .for any function ¨ t and constant h g R. Also, for any Hilbert space H,
define
l H s ¨ g L` J ; H : ¨ is constant in time on each subinterval J ; J . 4 .  .h i
h  . i  h. i h <For ¨ g l H , set ¨ ' ¨ s ¨ for notational convenience, whenJh i
 .there is no ambiguity i.e., h is omitted . Finally, let
1
hw x , t s w x , t dt , t g J , j s 2, 4. .  .Hj j ih Ji
h  . hThe discrete time solution is a pair of functions p g l V q w ,h 2
h  . hu g l W q w satisfyingh 4
k l sh =ph q g sh , =¨ q a sh ph , ¨ p .  .  . 4  . . G1 1 1
s q sh , ¨ y w sh , ¨ p , ;¨ g l V , 3.9 .  .  .  . .  . G1 h1
and
yh h Ä h h h u­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt q a s u , ¨ dt .  . 4  .H H . G2 1
J J
q k =u h q l sh =ph q g sh , =¨ dt .  . 4 .H w 2
J
s q sh , ¨ dt y w sh , ¨ u dt , ;¨ g l W , 3.10 .  .  .  . .  .H H Gw 3 h1
J J
h  h. hwhere s s S u with s s s for t - 0.0
 .Below, C with or without a subscript indicates a generic constant
independent of h, which will probably take on different values in different
occurrences.
LEMMA 3.2. For h ) 0 small enough, the discrete scheme has a solution
such that
0 F u h x , t F u * x a.e. on V . 3.11 .  .  .T
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This lemma is purely an elliptic result; existence can be shown via a
 w x.standard Galerkin approximation argument see, e.g., 6, 3, 7 and inequal-
 .ity 3.11 can be obtained by a standard maximum principle argument on
 .3.10 .
LEMMA 3.3. The solution to the discrete scheme also satisfies
5 h 5 ` 1 5 h 5 2 1p q u F C. 3.12 .L  J ; H V .. L  J ; H V ..
h h  .  .Proof. Take ¨ s p y w g l V in 3.9 to have2 h
5 h 5 2 2 h h h p=p q a c p , p . .L V . G1 1
5 5 2 2 A A 2 y1 A A 2 y1 r2 p 5 h 5 2 1F C g q q q w q w 4L V . H V . H G . H V .1 1 21
5 h 5 2 2qe p , t g J , 3.13 .L V .
for any e ) 0. Apply the Poincare inequalityÂ
5 h 5 2 5 h 5 2 5 5 2 p 5 h 5 1p F C =p q p q w , 3.14 . 4L V . L V . L G #. H V .h 21,
and the obvious inequality
5 h 5 1 5 5 1w F w ,H V . H V .2 2
h  .to obtain the bound for p in 3.12 .
h h  .  .  .Next, choose ¨ s u y w g l W in 3.10 , and use 3.11 and the4 h
above bound on ph to see that
yh h Ä h h h h 2 25 5­ f s q fs s , u y w dt q C =u dt . 4H H L V . .4 1
J J
5 5 2 2F C T , V u * . L V .
A A 2 y1 A A 2 y1 r2 c 5 h 5 2 1q q q w q wH H V . H G . H V . w 3 41
J
A A 2 y1 A A 2 y1 r2 p 5 h 5 2 1q q q w q wH V . H G . H V .1 21
A A 2 2 A A 2 2q g q g dt . 3.15 .L V . L V . .1 2 5
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It can be easily seen that
yh h Ä h h­ f s q fs s , u dt . 4H  .
J
m
i iy1 i iy1 iÄs f S u y S u q f s S u y s S u , u 4 .  .  .  . 4 .  .  .
is1
u 0 0G y f , S u y S t dt .  . .H /0
u 0 0Äy f , s S u y s S t dt .  . . . .H /0
G yC u * . 3.16 .  .
Also, by summation by parts we find that
yh h Ä h h­ f s q fs s , w dt . 4H  .4
J
m Ä m m 0 Ä 0 1s f s q fs s , w y f s q fs s , w .  . .  .4 4
Tyh h h h hÄy f s q fs s , ­ w dt . .H 4
0
Tyhh h h
` 1 15 5 5 5F C w q ­ w dt . 3.17 .L  J ; L V .. H L V .4 4 5
0
Finally, it is obvious that
5 h 5 2 1 5 5 2 1w F C w ,L  J ; H V .. L  J ; H V ..4 4
3.18 .
5 h 5 ` 1 5 5 1 , 1 1w F C w ,L  J ; L V .. W  J ; L V ..4 4
and
ny1
Tyh h h iq1 i1 15 5 5 5­ w dt s w y wH L V . L V .4 4 4
0 is1
ny1 1 t tqhis ­ w ?, t dt dt . H H t 4h 1t t  .iy1is1 L V
5 5 1F ­ w dt. 3.19 .H L V .t 4
J
h .  .Now, combine 3.15 ] 3.19 to have the desired result for u .
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COROLLARY 3.4. For any 2 F r - `, a subsequence exists such that
h r 1 .. h 2 1 ..p © p weakly in L J; H V and u © u weakly in L J; H V as
q ` . 2 .h ª 0 . Furthermore, p g L J; V q w , u g L J; W q w , and2 4
0 F u x , t F u * x a.e. on V . 3.20 .  .  .T
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that u h y w h converges weakly in4
2 . h 2 1 .. hL J; W . Since w © w weakly in L J; H V , u © u weakly in4 4
2 1 .. 2 .L J; H V with u g L J; W q w . The same argument shows that4
h r 1 .. r .p © p weakly in L J; H V with p g L J; V q w for 2 F r - `.2
5 5 r 1 ` .Since p F C with C independent of r, in fact p g L J; V qL  J ; H V ..
 .  .w . Finally, 3.20 follows from 3.11 .2
h 2 .LEMMA 3.5. There is a subsequence such that u ª u strongly in L VT
as h ª 0q.
This lemma will be shown in the next subsection.
COROLLARY 3.6. There is a subsequence such that u h ª u strongly in
2 1yp  .. 2 1r2yp  .. hL J; H V and L J; H ­ V for any 0 - p - 1r2, and s ª s
 .pointwisely a.e. on V , where s s S u .T
Proof. Apply the interpolation inequality
5 5 r 5 5 1 5 5 2¨ F d ¨ q C ¨ , 3.21 .1H V . H V . L V .d
for any 0 - r - 1 and d ) 0, the boundedness of the trace operator, and1
Lemma 3.5 to prove the first part of the desired statement. The second
 .part follows from the continuity of S u in u .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. From Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6, the pressure
equation in the weak sense of Definition 3.1 can be easily seen to hold
`  . ` .  .since D l V is dense in L J; V . Also, it follows from 3.10 thatMs 1 h
yh h Ä hlim ­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt . 4H  .qhª0 J
q k =u q l s =p q g s , =¨ dt q a s u , ¨ u dt 4 .  .  . . .H H Gw 2 2 1
J J
`
us q s , ¨ dt y w s , ¨ dt , ;¨ g l W . .  .  . .  . DH H Gw 3 h1
J J Ms1
3.22 .
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2 . h  . h . y1  .For any ¨ g L J; W , ¨ g l W , where ¨ x, t s h H ¨ x, t dt onh Ji
 .each J . Then, by 3.10 , we observe thati
yh h Ä h yh h Ä h h­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt s ­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt .  . 4  4H H .  .
J J
5 5 2 1F C ¨ .L  J ; H V ..
yh h Ä h  .4Consequently, for a subsequence ­ f s q fs s converges weakly in
2 . ` .L J; W * . If ¨ g C V , with h ) 0 small enough we see that0 T
Tyhyh h h h h hÄ Ä­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt s y f s q fs s , ­ ¨ dt .  . 4  .H H .
J 0
Äª y f s q fs s , ­ ¨ dt . .H t
J
Äs ­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt , . : 4H t
J
yh h Ä h Ä  .4   .4as a distribution. Hence, ­ f s q fs s © ­ f s q fs s weakly int
2 .L J; W * . Combining these results, the saturation equation holds in the
`  . 2 .weak sense of Definition 3.1 since D l W is dense in L J; W .Ms 1 h
2 . 1, 1 1 ..  .Finally, if ¨ g L J; W l W J; L V with ¨ x, T s 0, we find that
yh h Ä h­ f s q fs s , ¨ dt . 4H  .
J
Tyh h 0 h 0 hÄw xq f s y s q f s s y s s , ­ ¨ dt .  .H  /
0
1 T h 0 h 0Äw xs f s y s q f s s y s s , ¨ dt , .  .H  /h Tyh
which yields the last equation in Definition 3.1, and thus the proof of
Theorem 3.1 is complete.
3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.5
In this subsection we finish the proof of Lemma 3.5. The next lemma is
w xa simpler version of Lemma 3 in 7 and is needed for proving Lemma 3.5.
Both Lemma 3.7 and the proof of Lemma 3.5 are based on the ideas
w xpresented in 3 .
h  .LEMMA 3.7. Let s satisfy 3.10 . Then there exists C such that, for any
z ) 0,
1 T h h h hf s ?, t y s ?, t y z , u ?, t y u ?, t y z dt F C. 4 .  .  .  . .H
z z
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 .Proof. Let k be fixed 1 F k F m ; for t g J , we define the intervali
 .  . x  .Q s Q t s i y k h, ih and the characteristic function x . Take ¨ x, tQ
 . yk h h h. .  .  .s khx t ­ u y w x, t g l W in 3.10 , and apply the relationQ 4 h
yh h Ä h­ f s q fs s x dt . 4H Q
J
i
j jy1 j jy1Äw xs f s y s q f s s y s s .  . 5
jsiykq1
yk h h Ä hs kh ­ f s ?, t q fs s ?, t , .  . 4 .
 .  .3.11 , and 3.12 to obtain
T yk h h yk h hkh f ­ s ?, t , ­ u ?, t dt .  . .H
kh
T yk h h yk h hF C q kh f ­ s ?, t , ­ w ?, t dt . .  . .H 4
kh
 .As for 3.19 , it can be shown that
T yk h h 1 15 5 5 5­ w dt F ­ w .H L V . L V .4 t 4 T
kh
Now, combine these two results to have the desired result since u h is
constant on each interval J .i
d  . xFor m a positive integer, let d s Trm and J s k y 1 d , kd .1 1 k
w x d 1 . 1 .Following 7 , introduce the operator A : L J ª L J by
1
d dA ¨ s ¨ t dt , t g J . .  .H k
dd Jk
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 3.5.
Proof of Lemma 3.5. For any z , N ) 0, define
Q s Q u h , z , N .
2 2h h
1 1xs t g z , T : u ?, t q u ?, t y z  .  . .  .H V H V
1
h h h hq f s ?, t y s ?, t y z , u ?, t y u ?, t y z ) N . 4 .  .  .  . . 5z
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 .  .Obviously, by 3.11 , 3.12 , and Lemma 3.7, the measure of Q is less than
 xCrN with constant C independent of h. If t g z , T R Q, then
z N2h h
2u ?, t y u ?, t y z F v , .  .  .L V N  /f#
 .where v : R ª R is a continuous function with v 0 s 0. Thus we seeN N
that
< <z N 4C u * V .T 2h h
2u ?, t y u ?, t y z dt F Tv q , .  .  .H L V N  /f# Nz
so that, by the arbitrariness of N,
T 2h h q
2u ?, t y u ?, t y z dt ª 0 as z ª 0 , .  .  .H L V
z
uniformly in h. Therefore, by the definition of Ad we see that
2 d T2 2h d h h h
2 2u y A u dt F u ?, t y u ?, t y z dt dz .  .  . .  .H H HL V L V
dJ 0 z
ª 0 as d ª 0q, 3.23 .
5 d  h.5 2 1uniformly in h. Also, A u is uniformly bounded, so for fixedL  J , H V ..
d  h. 2 . qd ) 0, A c converges strongly in L V as h ª 0 . Consequently,T
 .apply 3.23 and the inequality
5 h1 h2 5 2u y u L V .T
2
h d h d h d hj j 1 2 225 5F u y A u q A u y A u , .  .  .  .L V L V . TT
js1
to complete the proof of Lemma 3.5.
4. UNIQUENESS OF THE WEAK SOLUTION
In this section we shall prove that the weak solution obtained in the last
 .  .section is unique. For this, in addition to assumptions A1 ] A12 , we also
assume that
 .A13 The following bound holds:
l s y l s q l s y l s q g s y g s .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 w 2 w 1 1 2 1 1
q g s y g s .  .2 2 2 1
F C u y u s y s , ;0 F u , u F u * x , 4.1’ .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 1 2
 .where s s S u , i s 1, 2.i i
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Obviously, if the inequality holds
y1< < w x’l q l q g q g F C S , s g 0, 1 , .  .  .s w 1 2 ss s s
 . p uso does 4.1 . For simplicity, we focus on the case where G s G s G , i.e.,2 2
the Dirichlet problem; however, we point out that this restriction is not
essential, as seen in the argument below. Also, we assume that q and qw
are independent of s; in the case where they depend on s, the following
 .argument still works provided both q and q satisfy 4.1 .w
We now prove the major result in this section; the argument below
w xfollows an idea used in 14 for analyzing ordinary single-porosity models.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. If , in addition to assumptions A1 ] A13 ,
< <p x , t y p x , t F C x y x , x , x g V , t g J , 4.2 .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
then the weak solution obtained in Theorem 3.1 is unique.
 .  .Proof. Let p , u and p , u be two solutions of the system in1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .3.5 ] 3.8 in the sense of Definition 3.1 with s s S u i s 1, 2 . Then,i i
` . 2 . 1, 1 1 ..  .for ¨ g L J; V and z g L J; W l W J; L V with z x, T s 0, it
follows from Definition 3.1 and some manipulations that
p y p = ? k l s =¨ q l s =z q s y s .  .  . .H 2 1 1 w 1 2 1
VT
’ ’= ­ z q e = ? k =z q e g ? =¨ q e g ? =z dx dt s 0, 4.3 .  .5t 1 2
where
Äs y s s f s y s q f s s y s s , .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2
u y u rs y s , if s / s , .1 2 1 2 1 2e s  0, if s s s ,1 2
¡ ’y e kr u y u l s y l s =p .  .  . . .1 2 1 2 2~g s q g s y g s , if u / u ,4 .  . .1 1 1 1 2 1 2¢0, if u s u ,1 2
¡ ’y e kr u y u l s y l s =p .  .  . . .1 2 w 1 w 2 2~g s q g s y g s , if u / u ,4 .  . .2 2 1 2 2 1 2¢0, if u s u .1 2
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 .  .Note that 0 F e F C , C constant. Also, by A13 and 4.2 , we see that g1 1 1
and g are bounded functions on V .2 T
Choose a sequence of functions e infinitely differentiable in V suchÄm T
that
1
25 5e G 0, e y e F , e F 1 q C .Ä Ä ÄL V .m m m 1T m
Set e s e q 1rm, so thatÄm m
e
25 50 - e F 2 q C , F C , e y e ª 0 as m ª `.L V .m 1 m Te 2  .m L V T
4.4 .
2 . m mWe also approximate g and g in L V by smooth g and g ,1 2 T 1 2
respectively.
 .  .Suppose that F x, t and G x, t are arbitrary functions that are in-
finitely differentiable with compact support in V . We now define the pairT
 .  2 1 ...2of functions ¨ , z g L J; H V to be the solution of the systemm m 0
= ? k l s =¨ q l s =z s F , 4 .  . .1 m w 1 m
m m­ z q e = ? k =z q e g ? =¨ q e g ? =z s G, . ’ ’t m m m m 1 m m 2 m 4.5 .
z x , T s 0, x g V . .m
 .The first equation of 4.5 is understood in the weak sense
k l s =¨ q l s =z , =c s y F , c , ;c g L` J ; H 1 V , 4 .  .  .  . .  .1 m w 1 m 0
4.6 .
while the second equation is understood to hold almost everywhere in V .T
 .Existence and uniqueness of the linear system 4.5 can be seen from the a
 .priori estimates derived below. First, it follows from 4.6 that
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2=¨ F C =z q F , t g J . 4.7 . .L V . L V . L V .m m
 .  .Next, multiply the second equation of 4.5 by = ? k =z , integrate them
 .  .resulting equation over V = t, T , and use 4.7 and the Grownwall
inequality to see that
T2 2
2=z t q e = ? k =z dt .  . .H .L Vm m m
t
T 2 2F C F q G re dx dt , t g J . 4.8 . .H H m
t V
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We now estimate
I ' p y p F q s y s G dx dt. 4 .H1 2 1 2 1
VT
 .If we take ¨ s ¨ and z s z in 4.3 , we find thatm m
m ’I s s y s e y e = ? k =z q e g y e g .  . ’H   /1 2 1 m m m 1 1
VT
m ’?=¨ q e g y e g ? =z dx dt. 4.9 .’ 5 /m m 2 2 m
Observe that
s y s e y e = ? k =z dx dt .  .H 2 1 m m
VT
< <F C e y e = ? k =z dx dt .H m m
VT
’F C e e y e = ? k =z dx dt .’ ’H m m m
VT
’ ’q e e y e = ? k =z dx dt . .’H m m 5
VT
For any small h ) 0, let
’E s V l e y e ) h .’ 5h T m
 .  . < <By 4.4 , for any z ) 0 there is m s m h, z such that E - z for all1 1 h
m ) m . If F s V R E , we see that1 h T h
’e e y e = ? k =z dx dt .’ ’H m m m
VT
F C h e = ? k =z dx dt q e = ? k =z dx dt .  .’ ’H Hm m m m 5F Eh h
1r2
2’F C h q z e = ? k =z dx dt . . . . H m m 5
VT
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 .Analogously, by 4.4 , we have
’ ’e e y e = ? k =z dx dt .’H m m
VT
1r2
21r4F C h q z e = ? k =z dx dt . . . . H m m 5
VT
 .Applying 4.8 , we thus obtain
s y s e y e = ? k =z dx dt .  .H 2 1 m m
VT
1r2
1r4 2 2F C h q z F q G re dx dt . 4.10 . .  .H m 5
VT
After choosing sequences of functions F and G that are infinitelyj j
differentiable with compact support in V and converge to p y p andT 2 1
2 .  .u y u in L V , respectively, we also have 4.10 for F s p y p and2 1 T 2 1
 .  .G s u y u . Therefore, combine 4.9 and 4.10 to see that2 1
2p y p q s y s u y u dx dt .  . 4H 2 1 2 1 2 1
VT
1r4 m m ’2 25 5 5 5FC hqz q g yg q g yg q e y e’ 2L V . L V . 51 1 2 2 m  .T T L V T
1r22
u y u .2 12
= p y p q dx dt . 4.11 .  .H 2 1 5 5eV mT
From Lemma 4.2 below, as m ª ` we have
2 2
u y u u y u .  .2 1 2 1
dx dt ª dx dtH He eV VmT T
s s y s u y u dx dt , .H 2 1 2 1
VT
 .which, together with 4.11 and the arbitrariness of h and z implies that
2p y p q s y s u y u dx dt s 0, .  . 4H 2 1 2 1 2 1
VT
so, p s p , s s s , and u s u . This completes the proof.1 2 1 2 1 2
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LEMMA 4.2. If G s u y u and G2re s 0 by definition whene¨er u s2 1 2
u , then1
G2 G2
dx dt ª dx dt , as m ª `.H He eV VmT T
w xThis lemma can be shown as in 18, Lemma 10.2 from the definition of
 .e and the property of s s S u .
 .We remark that the Lipschitz continuity assumption 4.2 on the pres-
sure has been shown for two-phase flow in ordinary single-porosity porous
w xmedia under some conditions on the data in 14 . This continuity assump-
tion, together with other regularity results on the weak solution to the
dual-porosity model under consideration, will be our future work.
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